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Protein Folding In Vivo

Molecular Chaperones
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Folding of membrane proteins in the cell



Two stages of membrane
protein folding
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Mechanistic model for membrane protein insertion



Protein degradation in the cell

Natural turn-over as well as
removal of defective proteins
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Protein
Degradation
In Vivo



Nature’s meat grinder:

Misfolded proteins are degraded (and ultimately recycled
to their constituent amino acids) by the proteasome
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Protein Folding and Disease
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Some examples (of many!) of human diseases where amino acid
substitutions (mutations) cause pathological protein misfolding

• Sickle cell anemia - The Glu6 --> Val mutation in the beta subunit changes
the solubility properties of hemoglobin, causing aggregation and shape changes
in the red blood cells (see http://sickle.bwh.harvard.edu/scd_background.html)

• Emphysema - Alpha-1 antitrypsin regulates the activity of elastase in the
lungs; too much elastase activity can cause destruction of lung tissue.
Mutations in the gene for alpha-1 antitrypsin cause misfolding during its
synthesis in the liver, which then leads to defective export from liver cells and
a deficiency in the lungs (see http://health.enotes.com/genetic-disorders-
encyclopedia/alpha-1-antitrypsin).

• Familial Alzheimer’s disease - Mutations in a gene product called “APP”, or
in APP processing enzymes, can cause build-up of a peptide breakdown
product.  This peptide (known as beta peptide) can aggregate into so-called
amyloid fibrils, which can form deposits (known as plaques) that build up over
time in the brain, killing neurons (see Selkoe [2001] Neuron 32, 177).



Electron micrographs of
various amyloid fibril
preparations
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Prions also form
amyloid-like deposits
and fibrils

(see next slide)
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Electron micrographs
of amyloid-like fibers
formed by prions



Model structures for
amyloid peptide fibrils

(note: these are not
Alzheimer’s amyloid
peptide fibrils, but the
structures are thought to
be similar)
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What about therapeutic interventions in
“protein folding-opathies”?

For example, can pharmacological rescue of
misfolded and/or misrouted proteins be

achieved in vivo?

Guess what, yes!  It works!!
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GnRHR has many known
mutations that disrupt its folding
and sorting within the cell.
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Note: the
exogenously
added drug
   >>> a
“pharmacological
chaperone”
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